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Abstract

Using genetic algorithin techniques we introduce a model to examine the hypoth-
esis that antibody and T cell receptor genes evolved so as to encode the i,fform,_tion
needed to recognize schemas that chtrracterize common pathogens. We have i!ni)le-
mented the algorithm on the Connection Machine for 16,384 64-bit antigens and
512 64-bit antibodies.

1 Introduction

The immune system is our basic defense system against bacteria, viruses and other disease-
causing organisms. In order to provide its defense functions efficiently, the immune sysl.en_
must perform pattern recognition tasks to distinguish self molecules and cells from foreign
ones (antigens). The number of foreign molecules tlla.t the immune system can recoglliz_ is
unknown but it has been estimated to be grea, ter than 10_6. In practical terms, essej_lially
any foreign molecule p,'esented to the immune system, even those created in the la.borat._)lv
and thus never having appeared before in ali of evolutionary time, are recognized as beillg
foreign. Besides this immense recognition capacity, the other feature that distinguishes
the vertebrate immune system from the defense systems of lower organisms is that the
iminune system learns and exhibits memory. Thus the response to the second exposure
of the same antigen occurs more quickly and vigorously than the first response.

In this paper we introduce a model that addresses long-term learning and pattern recog-
nition in irmnune systems. By "long-term" we mean evolutionary time scales rather t.l_azl
the time scale of an individual's response to antigen. In particular, we are interest(:d in
understanding what types of information the immune system needs to store and l)roccss
in order to defend us against a wide range of pathogens.

Recognition in the immune system occurs via receptor molecules on the sllrf,_ces ot'a
class of white blood cells known as lymphocytes. These receptors are very diverse, so
that with high probability each lymphocyte has receptors with different specificity. Vo,'
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B lymphocytes, which secrete antibody molecules, the receptors are a membrane-bound
form of the antibody the cell will secrete if stimulated to do so. For T lymphocytes, l,]le
receptor is simply called the T cell receptor: Both types of receptors are proteins, and
as such are coded for ii1 tile DNA of the organism. A mouse is thought to be able to
make on the order of 1011 different receptor naolecules (Berek and Milstein, 1988), ev(,ll
though its entire genome probably contains fewer than 10s genes! The solution that l,lle
imn mne system discovered for genetically encoding the information to nlMCe1011 recel)tors
is combinatorics. The variable portion of each receptor is coded for by five gene segmvllt,s,
each segment being chosen apparently randonlly froin a different gene library.

A question that puzzles immunologists is how evolution selects appropriate geIle segIllcIil,s.
since each gene segment by itself does not code for a receptor. Furtlmr, there are tlloll-
sands of gene segments that carl randomly combine to form the gene that ultimately cod_,s
for the receptor. Thus changing one segment should have little effect on the surviva.l of
an individual or even a species. Similar questions arise in artificial systems built on evo-
lutionary principles, such as classifier systems (Holland et al., 1986). In classifier systetlls,
the individual components (rules) are each intended to play a unique and complemellta.ry
role with respect to other components in the system, ge!,, the success of the sysl, cIll is
measured collectively and evolutionary pressure is al)plied at the global level. Tile ¢ltles-
tion of how the appropriate components can evolve from a global selection process is tllLls
COlnmon to both classifier arid immune systems.

2 The Model

We have developed a model directed al, understanding the genetic evolution of tlle gene
segment libraries that control the production of antibodies and T cell receptors. Tile
hypothesis is that over evolutionary time scales these libraries evolved bia,ses tow;_r(ls
recognizing common pathogens. Assuming that this type of learning takes place l,lJl'(_l,gll
natural selection, the genetic algoritllm provides a natural model for studying its lmlla\'i(_,'.

The inodel is based on a universe in which both antigens and receptors on I_ cells _i1(I
T cells are represented by binary strings (cf. Farmer ct al., 1986). This is certa, inly a
simplification ft'ore the real biology in which genes are specified by a four-letter a.lpl_al)_,t
and recognition between receptors and antigens is based on their three-dimensional shal_('s
and physical properties, ttowever, this abstract universe is rich enough to allow us to
study how a relatively small number of building blocks (the entries in the gene libraries)
can be combined to recognize large classes of composite patterns. Our experinmnts and
calculations have been based on genotypes of length 64, although it is in principle t)ossibl¢'
to represent any length genotype in the model.

The initial model makes the important sirnplificatiorl that a bitstring rel)resents 1)otll 1.1_('
gene.s that code for a receI)tor and the phenotypic expression of the receptor molecllle. As
a further simplification, the model does not encode the concept of a library. Tllus, ali ot'
the bits (genes) in a bitstring are _lsed simultaneously to determine the bitstring's fitiless

The model includes only recognition of our idealized antigens by receptors and does iJot
consider how ;,tie immune system neutralizes an antigen once it is recognized. A receptor
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Antibody: 11001001000100100001001010101010
Antigen: 01111100111001011110110101110100

Complement: 101101011111011111 ll 11 ll 110.LLk£0

Lev.gth of contiguous substrings: 1, 2, 1, 5, 13, 4

Figure 1: Scoring complementary mzttches between antigens a.nd antibodies

or "antibody " is said to match _mztnLigen if their bitstrings ztre complementztry. Since oa.ell
ztntibody must match against several different antigens simultaneously, we do not req_lire
perfect bit-wise mzttching. There ztre many possible match rules thztt make physiological
se_lse (Perelson, 1989). Here we quailtify the degree of match by zt matching fullctioll
M : Antibody x Antigen -+ _.. M identifies contiguous regions of complement_ry bitwise
matches within the string. M computes the lengths of the regions (1;), ztnd combill_,s
them such the.t long regions are rewarded more than short ones. Figure 1 illustra, tes tile
matching procedure. Using this bztsic idea,, many different specific functions cztn be defil_ed
that ztrenonlinear in Ii. For our initiztl work we used ztn exponential function introclllced

_i 2I'll where l is the totztl of tileby St_dnyk (1987), . (1-l_ + 1)
length bitstrirlgs:

Using the bitstring representation for antibodies ztnd zt fitness function M to score n_al c]_(,s

between antigens ztnd al_tibodies, we then construct one population of antigens ztnd one
of antibodies. The antibodies are matched randomly against zt sample of ztntigens, scow'cd
according to M, ztnd replic_._ted usin_ a conventional genetic algorithm. To approxilna.le
the constraints of the real immune system, we use antigen populations of size 16,38.4 (2 _'_)
and antibody populations of 512 (29). However, it will be interesting to vary tills to
understand the "recognition cztpacity" of different size antibody populations. Fig_l_',, 2
illustrates the basic immune model.

The model is implemented on zt Connection Mztchine. In tile implementation, each l_X'o-
cessor holds one antigen and one zt1.:ibody, so that ali the mzttches are performed iii
pztr_d',el. Each of the bztsic genetic ztlgorithm operzttions (fitness ewduation, s.,:lection and
reproduction, mutzttion, ztnd cross-over) ztre parztllelized so that we cztn vary the size of
antigen and antibody populations without affecting the running time of the model (tlp 1o

the physical limits of the machine).

Since there are many fewer antibodies thztn antigens, the antibody population will recog-
nize the most antigens if it cztn find common patterns among ztntigens (thztt is, ifil ('e_ll
generalize across the antigen population). These patterns are ztnalogous to the "scllcl_l_s"
described in tile gene'_ic a.lgorithnls literature (Goldberg, 1989). If we consider th,-' l_)r¢)l),-
bility that an ztrbitrztry k-bit schema will ztppear in a significant frztction of the populat, i¢)1_,
ii, is straightforwztrd to show that this probztbility diminishes quickly as k ztnd the size
of the populzttion approach reasonable vztlues. To be more precise, consider tile case in
which the k-bit pattern is the first k bits. If 0 ztnd 1 are chosen with equztl probabillty
in generating the ztntibody ztnd antigen bitstrings, then p, the probztbility that tl_e first
k bi_s in an antibody will mzttch the first k bits of an ztntigen, is given by p = 2-*". I11
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1O01100001110001
1101001000100010
0101010101010011
1101010101000111 Antibodies Antibod ies
0000111100010001 1010001110000111 01011.10100011011
0111000100010001 11001001,130010010 1111001001001001

1100001010100110 66 6.0011000 --.------_ 1001010101000110
"" _ "" GA ""

01111100111.00101 /Fr00110010010100 1100110010010100

\ //Match(011111001110010
1100100100010010)=21 + 22 + 21 + 25 + 2 4

Figure 2" A schem_tic illustration of the immune model

an antigen population of size N, the probability that tlle antibody matches a.t lea,st No
antigens in the first I: bits is then give1_by

N (N I )N-i iv(No, N No+l),P(k;No) = _ pi(1- p =
i= No

where lp(No, N- No + 1)is an incomplete beta function (Al_romowitz and Stegull, 1!)(;1).

For the genetic algorithm to succeed in identifying the first k bits as a schema, l,he pa I.l.(,l'll
needs to appear in a significant ft'action (No) of the antigens Typically eact-i a.ntil._ocI3'N

is matched against a sample of the antigens and thus the schema will n_x_dto occult

frequently enough to be detected by the sampling process. For No = 0.1N, P(/,') _. 1,
for k _<3. For larger values of k. P(k) <_ 10 -75. Thus scheJnas of length greater tharl 3
will be impossible to discover by random antigen sampling. Patterns of length 3 ar(, so
common thai, they would also be present on self inolecules and i,hus the immune syst,(::jl_
could not use them as a marker for antigen recognition.

We are thus led to conclude that in order for the imlnune system to solve tile pal i,(,__
recognition problem posed above, it must operate On slightly different principles l'lc_lll
what we have formulated, For example, the population of antigens may not be l'an(l(_ll_.
A bias could exist in the antigen population if pathogens have particular structures o_1
their surfaces that are different from the animals they infect. This is the case for bacteria
with cell walls made of polysaccharides that are not found in mammals. These types of
biases axe incorporated in the model in two ways: (1) choosing 0 more frequently tl_al_ 1
when constructing antigens, (2) by prespecifying certain schemas when the antigens a.l'('
constructed. Alternatively, biases could be created implicitly if the antigens are ew_l\'iile;
to evade immune detection. A second possibility is thai, the immui_e systenl llas ev(_l\'c,I
to recognize antigen and not recognize self. Modeling self as another set of strings, I1_,
problem the immune system would now have to solve is recognizing patterns that occl_r
in the antigen population but, not, the self population. There is some evidence thal, t,his
may be the case (of. Claverie et al., 1988).



A third alternative is that each antibody need not be compared with the entire ant igeil
population when computing its fitness. Recall, we are trying to solve a "covering problem"
in which each antibody recognizes a subset of antigens, and the union of the subsets of
recognized antigens include all antigens. In our simulations the number of antigens is :_2
times the number of antibodies. Thus, in the best possible solution each antibody l,_._,cl
only match 32 antigens. Evaluating P(k) with No = 32, we find P(k) _ 1 for k _ 8,
P(9) = 0.52, P(10) = 0.00027, and P(ll) = 1.3 x 10-1°. Tlms, at, algorithm i_ wl_ic']_
each antibody is evolved to recognize 32 antigens may be able to discover schemn.s ot'
length 10, which should be sufficiently unique to identify antigens and even distinguisll
them from self: molecules. We are currently using our model to study these altern_ttiv(_s.
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